
	  
	  
A MESSAGE FROM OUR PASTOR… 
As Easter day approaches, imaginal cells have been on my mind.  
Have you heard about them?  Imaginal cells are what propel a 
caterpillar to become a butterfly.  The whole process of 
metamorphosis is an astounding one and without imaginal cells, the 
show would not go on! 

Once the caterpillar forms a cocoon to hide out in, the action starts. 
The caterpillar releases enzymes which do the necessary job of 
turning its own body into, well, caterpillar soup.  Talk about giving 
up one’s life for a greater outcome! If our friend the caterpillar 
knew this was going to happen after carefully creating a shell for a 
little private time, wouldn’t you think our odds of having any 
gorgeous, delicately winged creatures around at all would be 
minimal at best?  

I love what the horticulturalist, Paul Hetzler, writes about what 
happens next. 
“As the caterpillar becomes liquid, most of its cells burst open.  Sort 
of like taking parts of a Lego house to make a Lego car, but rather 
than reconfigure the blocks, you smash them into bits.  Apparently it 
works for insects.  There are a few cells that make it through the 
blender.  These are akin to stem cells and scientists have dubbed 
them “imaginal cells”… As far as I can tell, no one quite knows 
how imaginal cells take all those shards of Lego pieces and fashions 
new kinds of cells from them. It’s better than magic.” 

Once the butterfly emerges, there is no caterpillar soup left.  Nature 
must follow the premise of waste not, want not!  Everything the 
caterpillar was in its previous life went into creating a beautiful 
Monarch or Swallowtail or Painted Lady.  Amazing, wouldn’t you 
say? 

How the butterfly-to-be is encoded in those life-giving teeniest of 
tiny cells that have more imagination inside them than you can 
shake a stick at is beyond mind-blowing!  Is it any wonder that the 
butterfly has always been the most widely recognized symbol for 
Easter? 
Easter is all about the transformation of death. “He is not here! He is 
risen!” is the resounding proclamation.  Can we see the resurrection 
of Jesus as showing us, shouting out to us, this fact:  new life 
actually has the final word when we think there is no possible way 
AT ALL out of death’s dark prison.  If we can follow this line of 
thinking in terms of the caterpillar turning into a butterfly, well … 
are we able to picture this:  that which may remain microscopic to 
our mind’s eye actually in some mysterious way carries the future 
of a new and glorious becoming?  Perhaps this is the very definition 
of true Hope! 

While we look around right know and see so much suffering, fear, 
anxiety and uncertainly due to this challenging time of the Covid19 
pandemic, I invite you to be good to yourself by reminding yourself 
of the power of your hope, a hope which the Easter season explicitly 
invites, and a hope that carries us through the most difficult of 
times.  Life has changed so much in a few short weeks.  We are 
grappling with a new reality, a “new normal”.  In spite of it all, one 
thing hasn’t changed.  What has never changed is the nature of our 
hope.  Thanks be to God! 

Faithfully Yours, Barbara 
 

 
 

 
 
 

A MESSAGE FROM OUR ASSOCIATE PASTOR… 
This has been such a strange time, but an encouraging one for 
us to see all of the people gathering in our digital spaces. 
Besides our worship service, we’ve been blessed by 
contributions of our members such as songs from Jim and 
Carolyn and our teens sharing with us some of their skills. We 
have been building so much of this to meet family needs 
already, it’s good to see our effort paying off for our 
congregation.  
As a reminder, here are the locations of our regular worship.  
Sunday Live Worship on YouTube:  
Click	  Here	  for	  Sunday	  Live	  Service	  
Coffee Hour on Zoom after worship: 
Click Here for Zoom Coffee Hour 
If you haven’t received the password, please email  
Michael: michaelwdroege@gmail.com 
Barbara: stirlingpeters@verizon.net 
You may notice the addition of a password added to our 
Zoom meeting. With all of the new users of Zoom around the 
world, we have set up some additional security features so we 
can better protect our congregation. We will not be publishing 
our Zoom information on our Website or Social Media 
anymore, but you can use the link and password to enter our 
church spaces. 
All the rest of our “online” offerings, such as, Open Spaces, 
how to continue to Give, our “Growing Faith at Home” 
resources, and Video and Audio resources can be found on 
our Website at: 

http://www.wilsonmemorialchurch.org 
Also, as always, we do have daily bits of encouragement and 
contributions from our members on Facebook and Instagram. 
At both we are @mywilsonchurch     

	  

SYMPATHY	  
We extend our sympathy to the family of Irv Fenner.  
Irv passed away March 12, 2020 in North Carolina.  
Irv directed our Chancel Choir for many years.  
We also offer our condolences to the family of Ruth 
Westburg Abel. Ruth passed away on March 25, 2020.  
Ruth was the last remaining sibling of Astrid Ost.  
 

PERSONAL ITEMS… 
We continue to pray for those suffering with health problems: 
Peggy Dutton, Rose Anne Barr, Kerry Herlich, Patti Lohr, 
Rev. Ron Miller, Diane Ray, Joan Baylis, Howard Beyer, 
Janet Meeks, Joyce Possien, Ellie Groves, Joy Jurgens,  
Eva Wehof and Alison Barr. 
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HOLY WEEK SERVICES 
 Maundy Thursday (4/9) and Good Friday (4/10)  
You can view these Video Services by going to the 

Video section of our website:  
Click Here for Video Services	  



	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	  

All	  regular	  church	  activities	  are	  temporarily	  suspended	  as	  we	  continue	  	  
to	  follow	  the	  recommended	  guidelines	  put	  forth	  by	  our	  local	  government.	  

There is an urgent need for blood donors. 
Since we have had to cancel our blood drive, please consider donating by 
making an appointment at one of these sites:  Scotch Plains Donor Center, New 
Brunswick Donor Center, Paramus Donor Center or Howell Donor 
Center.   Please text or call Amanda Chin, 908 389-9265 or email 
her, achin@nybc.org, to make an appointment. 
	  




